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Abstract 

 Spectral clustering is a clustering method based on algebraic graph theory. It has 

solid theoretical foundation and good performance of clustering. However, during the 

process of nonlinear low rank approximation, the traditional spectral clustering 

algorithm can’t effectively remove redundant features leading to the phenomenon  that 

the local area can not distinguish. It also suffers from the high computational complexity 

of eigen-decomposition when dealing with the high dimensional data. In order to resolve 

the aforementioned problems, in this paper a novel Spectral clustering  algorithm called 

LF-SC is proposed. Firstly, based on the nonlinear low dimensional embedding feature 

selection, we realize dimension reduction. The multi clustering structure of the data is 

captured, the potential manifold structure is fully discovered, and the geometry structure 

of the low dimensional manifold clustering is well maintained. Secondly, utilizing the SVD 

instead of EVD to obtain the eigenvectors reduces the computational complexity and 

maintain the local structure of the data as well as low dimensional manifold. Extensive 

experiments show the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach. 

 

Keywords: nonlinear low dimensional embedding; feature selection; matrix 

decomposition; singular value decomposition; spectral clustering 

 

1. Introduction 

Clustering or clustering analysis has been widely used in many fields, such as pattern 

recognition, data mining, image processing, and other fields of data analysis. During the 

past few decades, researchers have proposed a large number of clustering algorithms. 

Among them, spectral clustering algorithms have currently become one of the hotspot in 

machine learning. Spectral clustering has been utilized in dimension reduction, irregular 

data clustering, image segmentation, video analysis and so on which has attract much 

attention[1-2]. Spectral clustering reveals the intrinsic cluster structure of data, and can be 

used to detect the non convex and non linear structure with eigenvectors of the Laplace 

matrix. It is considered being one of the most promising clustering techniques due to its 

better performance compared with the traditional clustering algorithms. The research on 

spectral clustering mainly includes the following several main aspects: 1) the study of 

basic theory of spectral clustering, the most remarkable results were from international 

well-known research group. The theory of spectral clustering includes the role of 

eigenvectors of Laplace matrix in data classification, the relationship between spectral 

clustering and kernel PCA, manifold learning. Some work concentrated on the basic 

problems in the theory, that is the problem of learning feature function of integral 

operator[3]. 2) The study of spectral clustering algorithms. In this problem, studies pay 

more attention to the intrinsic quality of dimensionality reduction, the discovery of low 

rank structure, and the improvement as well as application of the algorithm. The spectral 

clustering can be divided into two phases: firstly, constructing the graph and getting the 
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Laplace matrix with adjacency matrix; secondly, calculating the eigenvectors of the 

Laplace matrix. The drawback of the spectral clustering can be seen from the two phases: 

the algorithms suffer from slowly running when dealing with large-scale data sets which 

is caused due to the increase of the computational complexity. The establishment of the 

graph and eigenvectors  need to be time-consuming, and the spectral clustering algorithm 

becomes inefficient faced with large-scale data sets. In order to resolve the mentioned 

problems, many researchers have made a lot of improvements on the related spectral 

clustering algorithms. Cao et al [4] proposed a approximate spectral clustering algorithm 

based on local information of the data points to solve the above problems. A sparse graph 

is firstly constructed, then the generalization performance of the algorithm is improved 

with the local information of the data points. Experiments show the superiority of the 

proposed algorithm. Sparse representation has been demonstrated to be effective in 

dealing with high-dimensional data, Wu et al [5] proposed a spectral algorithm with two 

weight matrix based on sparse representation vector. Experiments of real high 

dimensional data show that the performance of the algorithm is higher than the existing 

spectral clustering algorithms. A kernel spectral clustering model was proposed for large 

complex networks in paper [6]. In the paper, the model is established with the sub graph 

of complex networks, and the clusters is automatically recognized through the projection 

structure of feature space. The algorithm can effectively realize the clustering analysis of 

complex large data sets, and the performance is greatly improved. The nonlinear low rank 

approximation of the spectral clustering algorithm is consistent with the current popular 

manifold embedding. To improve the performance of the algorithms , we need to make 

corresponding strategies according to the characteristics of the data sets. When different 

clusters is overlapped, the performance of spectral clustering algorithm will decrease. 

This is because the performance of spectral clustering algorithms depend on the 

establishment of undirected graph or adjacency graph, which is easy to be connected to 

the overlapping area. To solve this problem, a method called SMMC was proposed [7], In 

the model, it is assumed that the data is close to a smooth low dimensional manifold, 

where some of the data manifold is separated but has a cross, and then the local geometric 

information of the sampling data is merged to establish the appropriate adjacency matrix. 

Spectral clustering can also be applied to the large data network to detect the clustering 

center to determine the number of clusters. Mall et al [8] established a model with the sub 

graph which keeps the whole cluster structure by the kernel spectral clustering, which 

take full advantage of the extend sampling characteristics of the invisible nodes of the 

data. In addition, combined with the current academic research hot spots, many scholars 

have broadened the train of thought to improve the spectral clustering algorithms. For 

example, Wang et al [9] proposed spectral clustering algorithm based on multi object and 

multi view that resolved multi-objective optimization problem with Pareto optimal. The 

paper [10] proposed a new distance measure method based on double root tree. Combined 

with the spectral clustering, a new clustering algorithm was put forward which can divide 

the clusters of adjacent non convex shapes and calculate the local or global geometrical 

features of the data. 3) Application of spectral clustering. Spectral clustering is widely 

used in the field of image and video segmentation, where fruitful research results are 

get[11-12]. 

In summary, spectral clustering suffers from low efficiency in dealing with high 

dimensional data. The redundant attributes of the data points are not effectively removed 

leading to the phenomenon that the local area can not be distinguished, which affects the 

clustering performance. Combined with the research in recent years, A novel spectral 

clustering based on nonlinear low dimensional embedding feature selection (LF-SC) is 

proposed in this paper, which realizes the two dimension reduction of data and fully 

discover potential manifold structures and well keep the clustering geometrical structure. 

With the method, the performance of the spectral clustering is proved.  
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the new algorithm is 

proposed. we firstly introduce the related theory of spectral clustering and the drawback 

of the algorithm. Section 3 summarizes our experimental results. We demonstrate  the 

good performance of the algorithm and compare it with the other algorithms. In Section 5 

we point out the innovation of the article and give a conclusion to this paper by some 

remarks. 

 

2. Spectral Clustering based on Nonlinear Low Dimensional 

Embedding Feature Selection 

In this section, we will introduce the improved spectral clustering algorithm in detail 

after introducing the related theory of spectral clustering . Firstly, we select features of the 

high dimensional data with the unnormalized graph Laplacian matrix aiming to fully 

discover potential manifold structures and well keep the clustering geometrical structure. 

Redundant attributes are removed to avoid the phenomenon that the local area can not be 

distinguished because of the same similarity measure. Secondly, we select the 

representative data points which are used to decompose matrix to obtain the 

representative data matrix of raw data, then utilize singular value decomposition to obtain 

the matrix made up of eigenvectors. At last, use the traditional K-means to cluster the 

matrix and obtain the clustering label. 

 

2.1 Spectral Clustering 

Spectral clustering is developed from the spectral theory [13] , which is divided into 

two stages for clustering. Given dataset 1 2X [x ,x ,...,x ] RM N

n

   which has k clusters. In 

the first stage, the adjacency graph , ,G V E W（ ）that is an undirected graph is constructed, 

where 
1 2= nV （v , v , . . . , v ） is the collection of the vertices in the graph, one vertex 

represents a data point, E is the collection of the edges between vertices. =[ ]ijW w is the 

adjacent matrix calculated by Gauss similarity function: 
2

2

, =exp(- x x /(2 ))i j i jw  . D 

is diagonal matrix calculated by wii jij
D  . Then the unnormalized graph Laplacian 

matrix is defined as L D W  . In the second stage, decompose Laplacian matrix and get 

the first k eigenvectors respectively corresponding to the first k minimum eigenvalues. 

The original M dimensional data set will be changed to a k dimensional data set. At last, 

use the traditional K-means to analyze the low dimensional representation of the raw data 

and obtain the clustering label of the data. 

 

2.2 Nonlinear low Dimensional Embedding Feature Selection 

The method of feature extraction can be divided into "packaging method" and "filtering 

method [14],the  "packaging" usually requires a large computational cost, which is not 

suitable for large scale data set. So, this paper is more inclined to the second method due 

to its high efficiency. Given dataset 1 2X [x ,x ,...,x ] RM N

n

  ,obtain the subset of the 

features through specific  method: 
' ' ' '

1 2X [x ,x ,...,x ] Rd N

n

   includes the most 

complete features and keep the geometric structure of the low dimensional manifold of 

original data. 

Constructing an undirected graph with N vertices for the dataset X, every vertical 

represents one data point. For x i
, calculate its p nearest neighbor data points, then the 

weighted adjacent matrix W is defined as follows. 
2

2

x x

2 1,..., ;x belongs to the  nearest data points of x

i j

ij j iw e i N p




 ，
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(1) 

W is a symmetric matrix, and every element of the degree matrix D is the sum of the rows 

or columns of the W. D is defined as ii jij
D w . Laplacian matrix is defined as : 

L= D -W                                                                       (2) 

And according to formula (3), we can get the eigenvectors matrix 
1 2Y=[y ,y ,...y ]k

 that is 

the collection of the eigenvectors corresponding to the k smallest eigenvalue. If the 

number of the cluster centers of the original data is known, then the k is the number of 

clusters. Each row of Y is a parallel embedding of each data point, and each column 

feature vector reflects the distribution of data on the correlation dimension. 

y= yL D                                                                        (3) 

     The embedding matrix Y is obtained, which can measure the importance of each 

feature in the data's intrinsic dimension (each column of Y), correspondingly, determine 

the role in distinguishing different clusters. In the paper, 
ib  is called sparse coefficient 

vector which is a M dimension vector. 
ib  is calculated by minimizing the following 

expression: 
2

min X , 1,2.., ;T i k  
i

i i i
b

y b b                                                             (4) 

Where ib  is L1 norm of a vector, due to the penalty nature  of L1 norm, the value of 

some elements in ib
 
will shrunk to be 0. In this case, select the most relevant feature 

subsets, corresponding to the nonzero elements in kb  .Equation (4) is essentially a 

regression problem. In order to solve regression problem above, Equation (4) equivalents 

to the following formula: 
2

X

. .         

min
T

s t 





i

i i

b

i

y b

b
                                                                

(5) 

In the literature [15], the authors proposed a minimum angle regression algorithm which 

can be used to solve the optimization problem. By setting parameters   to determine the 

constraints of the problem, the minimum angle regression algorithm is used to control the 

sparsity of the vector by determining the number of nonzero elements d in ib   (in this 

paper, d is the number of features to be selected), d is called the cardinality of each vector. 

This approach is well suited for feature extraction in the condition of keeping data 

nonlinear manifold structures. 

After the above calculation, if the number of cluster centers of the original data is k, the 

k sparse vectors with M dimensions are obtained, every nonzero element in the vector 

corresponds to a feature of the original dataset. The cardinality of each vector is d and 

each entry in ib  corresponds to a feature .If we select all the features that have at least 

one non-zero coefficient in k vectors, it is very possible that we will obtain more than d 

features. In reality, we can use the following simple yet effective method for selecting 

exactly d features from the k sparse coefficient vectors. For every feature j, we calculate

k,jb  and find the maximum value in the k vectors. k,jb   is the j-th element of vector 
kb  We 

then sort all the features according to the maximum value in descending order and select 

the top d features. At this point, using the intrinsic dimensions of the data, we fully find 

the potential manifold structure ,and  maintain the geometric structure of the data, and 

complete the feature extraction and dimension reduction, converting data 

1 2X [x ,x ,...,x ] RM N

n

   to 
' ' ' '

1 2X [x ,x ,...,x ] Rd N

n

  . 
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2.3 Matrix Factorization 

Through the calculation of the last section, we extend the feature selection based on the 

nonlinear low dimensional embedding, and expand the clustering region based on the 

correlation feature of data avoiding the phenomenon that some local areas can not be 

resolved. While the data features are reduced in the longitudinal dimension, the data is 

compressed, but the data is not reduced on the horizontal data points. When faced with 

large-scale data sets, it still needs large computation. In this section, a representative data 

matrix is formed, which is based on the random selection of data points to realize the 

matrix factorization. According to section 3.1, we obtain 
' ' ' '

1 2X [x ,x ,...,x ] Rd N

n

  , 

Inspired by sparse encoding and semi supervised learning [16], the 
'X can be decomposed 

into U matrix and Z matrix. The approximate decomposition equation is defined as: 
'X UZ                                                                                     (6) 

Where U R ,Z Rd l l n   , Z, U is obtained by solving the following minimum 

optimization problem. 
2

'

,
min X
U Z

UZ                                                                        (7) 

.  is the Frobenius norm of the matrix which is difficult to get the optimal solution. The 

existing methods are mostly iterative method, which requires a lot of time consumption. 

Each column of the U matrix has the same dimension as the data, so we can randomly 

selected l data points from the original data 
'X  to constitute U matrix. Assuming that the 

U matrix has been chose, Z need to be calculated. If we has known U, formula (7) will be 

constrained linear regression problem which can be solved through the following methods. 

For data points
'x i , the approximate values are calculated by the following formula. 

'^

1

x z u
l

i ji j

j

                                                                       (8) 

u j  
is the j-th  column vector of U, z ji  is the element on j-th row and i-th column. Set the 

parameters r, when u j  
does not belong to r nearest data points of 

'x i , z ji  is set to be 0.
 

U Rd r

i



   is a matrix made up of r nearest data points of 
'x i . z ji  is calculated by the 

following formula 

''

(x ,u )
z       

(x ,u )
i

h i j

ji i

h i jj U

K
  j U

K
 

 



 


                                (9) 

Where 
2

2(x ,u ) exp( x u / (2 ))h i j i jK    . 

 

2.4 Obtaining the Eigenvectors by Singular Value Decomposition  

Z Rl n  is calculated by matrix factorization, so it is easy to get the graph matrix W of 

data, 

^ ^

=
T

W Z Z . 
^

1/2

zZ D Z , zD is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the sum of the 

row elements in Z. The purpose is to get eigenvectors the of W, and then construct the 

new data set with eigenvectors, in the new data set matrix, each column is one of the 

eigenvectors. At last, cluster every row of data set matrix with k-means. In this paper, we 

do not use eigen-decomposition, because of its high complexity. Since we have obtained 

the matrix
^

Z , we can consider getting the eigenvectors through some calculation of 
^

Z .The specific method is the singular value decomposition (SVD). 
^

TZ A B                                                                        (10) 
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1( ,..., )ldiag    , 1 2 ... 0l       is singular value. A Rl l  is left singular 

vector matrix, B Rn l  is right singular vector matrix. As we can know from the 

knowledge of the singular value decomposition in matrix theory, each column of the B is 

the eigenvectors of W. B  is calculated by the expression. 
^

T 1 TB A Z                                                                   (11) 

B is obtained, Each row of the matrix represents a data point, and finally, the k-means 

method is used to cluster the data of each row of the matrix. 

 Complexity analysis: for the data set with n data points, the time complexity of the 

traditional spectral clustering algorithm for clustering analysis on two phases is : 
2( )O n

and
3( )O n .and when the data size is large, the running time of the algorithm is very large. 

In this paper, the time complexity of spectral clustering algorithm after the feature 

extraction  is: ( )O lnd and
3 2( )O l l n .Because l is far less than n, the algorithm has 

obviously reduced the complexity of computing. 

At last, the flow of the proposed algorithm is described as follow: 

Step 1: Input the original dataset and set the parameters including p, r ,l , the number of 

clusters k, the number of features selected d. 

Step 2: Construct adjacency matrix W, and then obtain the Laplacian matrix L. 

Step 3: Calculate the k eigenvectors corresponding to the k smallest eigenvalue. 

Step 4: Optimize the formula (5) to get the sparse coefficient vector . 

Step5: Use the sparse coefficient vector to select the d features and get the new data 

matrix 
'x . 

Step 6: Decompose 
'x  and obtain matrix Z. 

Step 7: Decompose Z with Singular value decomposition to get the right singular 

vector matrix B. 

Step 8: Cluster matrix B with K-means. 

 

3. Experiment and Analysis  

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed clustering algorithm 

and other clustering algorithms to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the 

proposed algorithm for the high dimensional large scale data sets.  The Algorithm is 

implemented with matlab which is running on Lenovo computer whose ram, 

frequency and hard disk are respectively 4G, 2.20GHZ and 500GB. The algorithms 

compared are K-means,Nystrom [17], LaplacianScore[18], Among them, Nystrom 

and the K-means algorithm have no process of feature extraction, they uses all the 

features. LaplacianScore is a clustering algorithm based on feature extraction, which 

maintains the local manifold structure of the data. This algorithm is mainly used to 

compare the performance of feature selection. Test data sets are USPS, UMIST[19], 

COIL20, and Isolet[5], the data sets are described as shown in Table 1. 

Table 2. Dataset Description  

dataset size dimension class 

COIL2O 1440 1024 10 

USPS 9298 256 20 

Isolet 1560 617 26 

UMIST 1799 1024 12 
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In this paper, two evaluation metrics are used to evaluate the clustering performance of 

the various algorithms, they are the accuracy rate (AC),and the normalized mutual 

information value (NMI) [19]. Accuracy rate is a comparison between the clustering 

labels obtained by the algorithms and the original label of the data. It can be considered 

as a random variable in the amount of information that is contained in another random 

variable. The value of AC and NMI is a numerical value between 0-1, the greater the 

value, the better the clustering performance of the algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, 

there are three parameters: p, r, l, and the values are set to be 5, 6, 500. 

In order to compare the clustering performance of the algorithm, the four algorithms 

are running on the four data sets, and the AC and NMI of different algorithms are 

obtained, which are shown in Figure 1. The graph shows the changing trend of the 

different algorithms’ performance with the change of the number of features selected. 

The two straight lines in the graph show the clustering result of the algorithm Nystrom 

and K-means, which have no feature extraction process but use the whole features. So the 

clustering performance is not changed with the change of the number of features. 

      
（a）COIL20                                                   （b）USPS 

 
（c）Isolet                                            （d）UMIST 

Figure 1. The Comparison of AC and NMI Get by Different Algorithms on 
four Data Sets 

In figure (a) and (d), the number of features selected is ranging from 20 to 360, In figure 

(b) and (c), the number of features selected is ranging from 20 to 200, and the accuracy 

and normalized mutual information values of the clustering results are obtained under the 

different number of features. In (a) and (b) AC is compared and NMI is compared in (c) 

and (d). From the graph, it can be seen that the overall clustering result of LF-SC 

algorithm is better than other algorithms can achieve better clustering effect with less 

features than LapacianScore algorithm. In other words, the algorithm has better 

convergence. In this paper, the algorithm is based on the feature extraction of nonlinear 

low dimensional embedding, and it is easier to capture the multi clusters structure of the 
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data. The algorithm can capture the data points which is closely related to the Clustering 

center and fully discover the potential of the popular structure to  maintain the 

geometrical structure. of the data. Nystrom is a classical spectral clustering algorithm, 

performance has been greatly improved compared to the traditional mean clustering 

algorithm. However, the algorithm uses the whole features and the redundancy attribute is 

not removed by combining the intrinsic structure of the data, The same similarity measure 

caused phenomenon that the local area can not be distinguished. LF-SC algorithm 

implements the dimension reduction operation based on the nonlinear low dimensional 

embedding,  Therefore, the clustering performance of LF-SC algorithm in most case  of 

the feature extraction is higher than that of the Nystrom algorithm. 

In order to verify the clustering performance of the algorithm in different number of 

clusters(COIL20:5,10,15,20；USPS:3,5,7,10;Isolet:10,15,20,26;UMIST:3,6,9,12). Only 

100 features are selected in LapacianScore and LF-SC algorithm and the NMI is obtained 

as shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the performance of LF-SC is better than 

LapacianScore under different number of clusters on four data sets. 

  

（a）COIL20                                            （b）USPS 

 

（c）Isolet                                                 （d）UMIST 

Figure 2. The Comparison of NMI Value under Different Class with 100 
Features 

The following table shows the total time cost of LF-SC algorithm and Nystrom 

algorithm in the phases of  graph building and eigen-decomposition. In LF-SC algorithm, 

time cost does not include the time in the process of feature extraction. For the rationality , 

all features are adopted. 
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Table 2. Comparison of the Running Time  

datasets algorithm time(s) 

COIL20 
LF-SC 7.215 

Nystrom 12.018 

USPS 
LF-SC 21.657 

Nystrom 39.856 

Isolet 
LF-SC 9.653 

Nystrom 15.511 

UMIST 
LF-SC 

Nystrom 

11.951 

16.256 

 

The data in the table show that LF-SC algorithm effectively reduce the time cost of 

matrix decomposition and the singular value decomposition of the data points compared 

with the classical clustering algorithm. LF-SC algorithm has large computational 

complexity in phase of feature extraction, if we want to combine feature extraction with 

spectral clustering , it is necessary to reduce the computational complexity in the last 

phase of the algorithm and reduce the time cost, which is well guaranteed by the LF-SC 

algorithm. 

 

4. Conclusions  

The traditional spectral clustering algorithms can not effectively remove the redundant 

attribute of data points in the process of low rank approximation which cause the 

problems that local area can not be distinguished. In order to resolve the mentioned 

problems, in this paper , a algorithm called LF-SC is proposed which is based on 

nonlinear low dimensional embedding feature selection. The algorithm can capture the 

multi clusters structure of the data with Laplacian matrix and fully discover the potential 

manifold structure and well maintain the geometrical structure. In addition,  the data 

matrix is decomposed with the selected data points and the eigenvectors is obtained by the 

singular value decomposition which reduce the complexity and maintain the local 

structure of the data as well as low dimensional manifold. The experimental results verify 

the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm compared with other 

algorithms. 
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